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Total inelastic cross sections are calculated for collisions of ground-state H2, Nq, and 0& with fast
electrons according to the revised Bethe theory given by Inokuti et al. The asymptot&c forms of the
total elastic-scattering cross sections in the first Born approximation due to Inokuti and McDowell
and including an electron exchange correction are also evaluated for these molecules. For H2, vari-

ous accurate configuration-interaction wave functions are used to compute the total inelastic and the
integral elastic-scattering cross sections. Good agreement between theory and experiment is found
for the total cross sections {inelastic and elastic) for high incident energies as well as incident ener-

gies near 1 keV. The cross sections are also given for N2 and 0&. Since there are no experimental
reports for the integral elastic cross section for N2 or 02 at very high incident energies, the compar-
ison is made only for the experimental data at incident energies near 1 keV. It is found that the
theoretical results overestimate the experimental data by about 30% for N2. However, the Bethe to-
tal inelastic cross sections are in good agreement with experiments. Since the Born-Bethe approxi-
mation may not be valid at lower incident energies, more accurate experimental data at very high in-

cident energies are required for valid comparison with the theoretical results reported here.

I. INTRODUCTION

The electron-atom and electron-molecule scattering
processes which occur in many areas of physics, for exam-
ple, astrophysics, radiation physics, etc., have been studied
for many decades. ' Due to the complicated interactions
between atomic or molecular targets and incident elec-
trons, there are very few accurate theoretical studies for
targets containing more than two electrons. ' Recently,
anomalous inelastic-electron-scattering phenomena have
been observed when irradiating atoms with high-intensity
laser beams. Currently this study is of considerable in-
terest in laser and plasma physics. The singly charged
positive-ion formation from this multiphoton ionization
process has been demonstrated to resemble closely the
stepwise ionization of atoms by electron impact. In order
to understand this new phenomenon a better understand-
ing of electron-impact ionization of atoms and molecules
is a prerequisite condition. Therefore the study of the to-
tal inelastic cross section has become an important topic.
Due to the non-spherically-symmetric charge density in
molecules, substantially different interactions between
atoms and molecules with fast electrons are expected.
The differences have recently ' been demonstrated for
collisions of fast. electrons with He and Hq. The theoreti-
cal study of inelastic scattering by molecules is much less
complete than that of inelastic scattering by atoms. This
situation is also true in the theoretical study of elastic
scattering. It is difficult to obtain complete inelastic-
scattering experimental data for comparison with the
theoretical total inelastic cross section. ' ' However, re-
cently total-cross-section measurements for molecules at
incident energies near 1 keV have been obtained with an
uncertainty of a few percent. " Although the Born-Bethe
approximation ' is known to be valid for describing the

e-atom or e-molecule scattering processes at high incident
energies, Inokuti and McDowell' showed that the revised
theory is quite valid for some simple atoms at incident en-
ergies near the keV region. Therefore it is quite interest-
ing and worthwhile to present this theoretical total cross
section for comparison with all the available experimental
data. In general the scattering process consists of three
major processes: ionization, discrete excitations (includ-
ing dissociation), and elastic scattering. For H2, in the in-
cident energy region greater than 300 eV, van Wingerden
et al. ' showed that the summed cross sections from these
three scattering processes are in good agreement with the
total cross sections measured directly in Ramsauer-type
experiments (the experimental accuracy is better than
4%). In the present work a computer program has been
written for calculating the Bethe total inelastic cross sec-
tions. By combining the previous program written for
elastic scattering, the total cross section can be calculated
for a homonuclear diatomic molecule. In order to evalu-
ate the total inelastic cross section, the x-ray incoherent
scattering factors at small momentum transfers are accu-
rately calculated by the expansion method developed pre-
viously. Atomic units are used throughout this work ex-
cept where explicitly indicated otherwise.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Elastic scattering

The total elastic-scattering cross section for electrons on
atoms or molecules in the first Born approximation is
given by ' '

cr"= (A +8/ko+ C/ko+ ),
k()
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where 2 for homonuclear diatomic molecules can be writ-
ten as

(2)

Q =K, and B and C are defined in Ref. 12 for electron-
atom scattering. Atomic values for B and C with an elec-
tron exchange correction have been calculated by Byrne
the molecular values of B and C have been approximated
by sums of atomic values in this work. ko is the incident
electron energy in rydbergs, E is the momentum transfer,
and der"/dQ is the differential elastic-scattering cross
section defined in Ref. 8 for a homonuclear diatomic mol-
ecule. Note that the constant 3 defined in Ref. 8 should
read as Eq. (2) above.

B. Inelastic scattering

The Bethe total inelastic cross section for atoms and
molecules colliding with fast electrons given by Inokuti
et al. ' is

2

0'""=
z [S(—1)ln(ko)+S( —1)ln4 —2L ( —1)

ko

3 =A)+32
where

A, =2 f KdK,

and E
„

is set to be an arbitrarily large value such that
the value of A2 is less than 1% of A. The integral A

&
is

numerically evaluated and the integral Az approximated
by the independent-atom-model theory as follows:

r

A2 ——f 8[Z —F(K)] [1+sin(KR)/KR], (9)

where F(K) is the x-ray scattering factor for the atom
with the atomic number Z and R is the internuclear dis-
tance. Notice that a vibrational damping factor e
where l is the root-mean-square amplitude of vibration for
diatomic molecules, should be included in the term
sin(KR)/KR in Eq. (9), when the thermal vibrational
averaging is considered. The value of Az can be further
approximated by

+ I] I2 +Xg&g/—'k0]
4Z. 1

E
in(KR )

(KR ) (KR )
with S( —1) the total oscillator strength momerit
( = —,

' [(r') +4(x,x, ) +2(z,z, ) ) ), 3I 5I+ cos(KR)
(KR) (KR)

L( —1)= S(p) ~„8p
Ii ——f S;„,(K)dg/Q

I,= f [s(—1)—s,„,(K)/Q]dg/g,

ytot=2Z ——+ ln
7

(4)

(KR ) max

(10)

where F(K) in Eq. (9) is negligibly small compared to Z
when E =Em, . When the thermal vibrational averaging
is taken at sufficiently large E, A2-4Z /E . The values
of 3 for H2, N2, and 02 are given in Table I. Notice that

where

S;„,(K)=F"„",~(K) —F„h(K),
F,"„"~(K)is the total x-ray scattering factor, F„h(K)is
the x-ray coherent scattering factor, B, is the average
binding energy of the target, and 2Z is the number of
electrons in the target. The theory has been used for cal-
culating total inelastic cross sections ' for H2 and H2+
colliding with fast charged particles. Due to the difficulty
in evaluating L ( —1), I&, and I2 for molecules, there has
been very little progress in applying this theory to other
molecules. Since the early calculations, ' some better
computational methods' ' have become available to
evaluate the x-ray incoherent scattering factors. There-
fore the values of I~ and I2 can be computed accurately.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS AND RESULTS

A. Elastic scattering

In order to evaluate the integral A defined in Eq. (1),
the integral is divided into two parts,

TABLE I. The values of the parameters defined in Eq. (1) for
evaluating the elastic-scattering cross section. See Sec. III A for
details of evaluation of A.

H2
Np
2N
02
20

HF

4.26 '
125 '
109.10'
131.0'
116.98 '

CI

4.21'
122

—478.06'

—606.62'

669.34'

964.20'

'Calculated using the DJ-SCF wave function (see Ref. 20).
"Calculated using the DJ-CI wave function (see Ref. 20).
'Calculated using the Cade-Wahl-wave function (see Ref. 21).

. Calculated using the Walter Stevens wave function {see Ref. 8).
(Notice that the value of A for Nz, given in Ref. 8, is 127. This
was estimated as follows. K,„wasset to 30 a.u. and A2 was
estimated by doubling the difference between A and a given in
Ref. 12.)
'See Ref. 14, all the values are in the HF accuracy.
Calculated using the Cade-Wahl wave function (see Ref. 21).

t
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TABLE II. Comparison between direct numerical calculation and calculation using the expansion
method for I't„p(K) c] (a) N2, Hartree-Fock, I (r1, r2, R )d r1d r2 ——90.9898, p(r1, R )

= 13.999 2164. (b) H2, minimum basis set at R = 1.4 a.u. I (r1,r2, R )dry, d r2

=0.99999998038., p(r, R)dr=0. 999999990 19.

E,„,(K)
2KR1

0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40

180.3421
175.5311
167.8396
157.7188

180.3421
175.5313
167.8402
157.7171

(a)
180.36
175.55
167.86
157.74

C' d
1

1.6152
2.3970
2.4723

C1 —C2K

2.6585
2.6107
2.5311
2.4195

0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40

1.965 396 97
1.865 723 73
1.712460 09
1.521 969 60

(b)
1.965 39700
1 ~ 865 721 02
1.712 364 76
1.520 962 59

0.8536
0.8340
0.8029
0.7626

0.8536
0.8330
0.7987
0.7507

'The present calculation according to Eq. (1S).
The present calculation according to Eq. (16).

'Values given in Ref. 22.
"Computed from Eq. (14).

the effects of the partial-wave expansion on the elastic-
scattering factors are not considered for all the scattering
angles.

B. Inelastic scattering

In the present work a computer program has been writ-
ten to calculate the x-ray incoherent scattering factors for
homonuclear diatomic molecules using a molecular wave
function expanded in basis sets of Slater-type functions

(STF's) or elliptical-type functions. The computational
technique is given elsewhere. ' ' To evaluate I2, the ex-
pansion method for small K is used. I2 can be divided
into two parts,

I2= f~ ~ [&(—l) —&;„,(&)/Q)]dQ/Q

+ CiX —
2 C2E (l l)

where

TABLE III. Parameters needed in Eq. (3) for evaluating the total inelastic-scattering cross section for H2.

Wave function

SCF-DJ'
SCF-Liu"
CI-DJ '
CI-Liu b

KMS '
KW"

R(a, )

1.4009
1.400
1.4009
1.400
1.4009
1.400

—E (hartree)

1.333 624
1.134
1.173032
1.174
1.174434
1.174 474

0.658 42
0.6605
0.589 82
0.5898
0.587 39
0.587 366

1 2

3f

0.8S8 41
0.8579
0.928 32
0.9301
0.938 45
0.938 73

1 4

4t 1,K

0.444 36
0.4434
0.474 37
0.4760

1—((K.r)2) )6
6t I', K

0.17926
0.1779
0.175 38
0.1755

SCF-DJ
SCF-Liu
CI-DJ
CI-Liu
KMS
KW

0.6495
0.8807
0.78S8
0.7838

0.3665
0.3639
0.3578
0.3435

S(—1)

1.7168
1.7159
1.5395
1.5389

1.5177
1.5487 '

1.5430
1.5578
1.4683
1.4700
1.4505'

1.7337
1.7392
0.6362
0.6248
0.6380

0.8093
0.8186
0.8321
0.8452
0.8125

'See Ref. 20.
"Bowen Liu (private communication).
'The values quoted in B. S. Sharma and A. J. Thakkar, J. Phys. B 17, 3405 (1984) (see Table I) are taken; also see Ref. 19.
See footnote c and W. A. Kolos and L. Wolnewicz, J. Chem. Phys. 43, 2429 (1965).

'The value quoted in Ref. 9, for details see L. Wolniewicz, J. Chem. Phys. 45, 515 (1966).
The values of I2 for integrating from K =0—0.2 a.u. is approximated to 0.0310 a.u. obtained from CI-Liu wave function and the rest
of the integral, I2 is calculated using the value S( —1)=1.5177 a.u. (see footnote d) and the x-ray incoherent scattering factors given
in Ref. 19.
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C~ ———,
' &(K r&) (K r2) & - ——,

'
&(K rt)'(K r2) &

7

+ —,', &(K')"&- ——,
' &(K')'&'-,

360 & (K'r) & + 60 & (K'r] ) (K'r2) &

—+, &(K r&) (K r2) &

(12)

calculation according to Eq. (15). In Table II the values
F, ,(K) at very small K are shown for a few systems.
The values for S(—1), I&, I2, C&, and C2, are given in
Tables III and IV.

IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

A. H2

(13)

C; =[S(—1)—S;..(SC)/g]/g
i

(14)

The two-electron scattering factor F,„,(IC) can be defined
and written as

F,~, (K)=F,",", "(K) 2Z—
f f f I (r~, r2, R)e' "'dr~dr2dk .

4m

The values at small K can be rewritten as

F, ,(K)=2Z(2Z —1)——,&(K r, ) &„

E, is set to be an arbitrary small value, e.g., 0.2 a.u. , such
that I2 can be accurately evaluated, & & - and

K I,K
denote

(1/4n)f f. dk dr p(r, R)

and

(1/4~) f f f dkdr&drzI (r&r2, R),
respectively, and p(r, R) and I (r&, r2, R) are the one-
electron and two-electron densities, respectively. C& and
C2 can be expressed in terms of the electronic moments
(see Appendix A). Notice that when K is sufficiently
small, %=K„and the two-electron density is properly
normalized, C~ expressed in terms of moments in Eq. (12)
is approximately equal to the value of C&, where

Ever since the early calculation of the Bethe total in-
elastic cross section for H2, efforts have been made to ex-
tend the theoretical result to low-incident-energy col-
lisions. It was suggested that the values of (I& I2)—
reported earlier may be too large. In the present work
the values of (I& I2) are —given for various wave func-
tions of H2. In Table III, it is shown that the effect of
electron correlations on I& —I2 is not very important.
The value computed using the accurate configuration-
interaction (CI) wave function is not very different from
the values calculated using the self-consistent-field (SCF)
wave function. The improvement over the value previous-
ly computed from the two-term CI wave function is not
significant but the present value does differ from the
value computed from the five-term CI wave function.
Neglecting the correction due to thermal vibration and us-
ing the accurate value' of I~ —I2 given in Table III, the
Bethe total inelastic cross section can be written as

2

o'""=
2 [1.5487 ln(ko)+2. 4036+@„,/ko j .

ko

Neither the value 2.4036 given in the present work, nor
2.2212 quoted in Ref. 9 is in agreement with the value
1.53 given in Ref. 24.

The differential elastic-scattering cross section for H2
computed earlier' by using the Davidson and Jones (DJ)
CI wave function is almost identical to the most accu-
rate value reported by Kolos et al. (KMS). ' Therefore
the former is sufficiently accurate to evaluate the constant
A. The total elastic-scattering cross section can be written
as

o"=
~ (4.2106—2/ko) .

ko
(18)

1

6!
——&(K'„)'& -+"I,K

(16)

Equation (16) can be used to check the accuracy of the

The integral elastic cross section o."=0.00789
+0.00010 a.u. at 25 keV reported by Ulsh, Wellenstein,
and Bonham is in good agreement with the present
theoretical value of Eq. (18). Their reported incoherent

TABLE IV. Parameters needed in Eq. (3) for evaluating the total inelastic-scattering cross section for N, 0, N2, and 02.

N2
2N
N2
02
20
Op

Wave function

HF'
CI

HF'
CI

Z(a, )

2.068

2.282

2.6745

2.0171

1.7035

1.2968

S(—1)

6.0895
5.134'
4 747
5.9758
4.648 '
4.652 b

L( —1)

2.7732
3.091 b

2.6512"
2.7853 "

6.7370
6 414

7.0429
6.512 '

2.2676
2.036'

2.9245
1.504'

4.4694
4.378 '

4.1184
5.008 '

'The present calculation in the Hartree-Fock approximation.
Zeiss et al. (see Ref. 23).

'Inokuti and co-workers (see Ref. 3).
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TABLE V. Total inelastic o'"", integral elastic o.", and total o'" cross sections for H2 (units of 10
cm ).

k,' (ev~

100.0
150.0
200.0
300.0
400.0
500.0
600.0
700.0
750.0
800.0

1000.0
2000.0

'Reference 28.
Reference 29.

'Reference 13.

el

0.471
0.321
0.244
0.164
0.124
0.099
0.083
0.071
0.067
0.062
0.050
0.025

0.89
0.52
0.36
0.23
0.15
0.12

0.073

0.050
0.027

inel

2.401
1.852
1 ~ 514
1.122
0.900
0.755
0.653
0.577
0.546
0.518
0.431
0.242

tot

2.872
2.173
1.758
1.287
1.024
0.855
0.736
0.648
0.612
0.580
0.481
0.267

totb

2.56+0.3
1.98+0.1

1.69+0.03
1.27+0.03
1.04+0.03
0.87+0.02

tot

2.52
2.00
1.61
1.22
0.97
0.83
0.71
0.64
0.60

scattering factors for H2 are also in good agreement with
the accurate theoretical values reported here and else-
where. ' ' ' In order to see if the Horn-Bethe approxi-
mation ' is valid for describing the total collision pro-
cesses at lower incident electron energies, in Table V the
total cross sections (integral elastic and total inelastic) are
shown for comparison with experiments. Notice that the
integral elastic-scattering cross sections reported by van
Wingerden et a/. have a 10%%uo uncertainty. Therefore,
the integral elastic-scattering cross sections and the total
cross sections' ' agree very well with the present theoret-
ical calculation for incident energies near 1 keV.

data ' for the differential cross sections at small scatter-
ing angles exist but this is not sufficient to estimate the
integral elastic cross sections. However, there are experi-
mental data ' available at incident energies near 1 keV.
In Fig. 1(a) the theoretical results in the HF approxima-
tion are shown to be too large by 30% as compared to the
experimental data ' and other theoretical results. The
disagreement is probably due to the failure of the Born
theory for collisions at low incident energy. In order to
know the accuracy of the calculated Bethe total inelastic
cross section, comparisons with high-energy data will be
necessary. The total cross sections made up of the calcu-

Due to the fact that accurate wave functions of N2 are
not available even for the ground state (e.g., a target wave
function with at least 75&o correlation energy), accurate
values for the parameters in Eq. (3) for evaluating the to-
tal inelastic cross section are not easily obtained. Zeiss
et a/. made an extensive study using the Thomas-
Reiche-Kuhn sum rule to obtain accurate values of
S(—1), I. ( —1) for a few diatomic molecules. Their
values are more accurate than those of Kosman and Wal-
lace (KW) (Ref. 30) who studied Nz using multiple
scattering theory, arid the Hartree-Fock (HF) level values
calculated here because the latter calculations omit the ef-
fect of electron correlations. According to the calculation
for H2 and for some other atoms, the effect of electron
correlations on Ij —I2 is not very important compared
with the effect on the other parameters in Eq. (3). We as-
sume this to be true for the other diatomic molecules
studied here. By using the values of S( —1) and i. ( —1)
given by Zeiss et ah. , the total inelastic cross section is
written as

10

2
C)

0
12

O
~pI

10
CJ
Q)n

x -cr '—Shyn and Sharp
I

&&-rr'i-Dubois olid Rudd

0
a-o-'-Shyri and Carignan

I

et al.

(theory)

(theory)

rT'""=
2 [4.7421n(ko)+4. 8612+y«, /ko] . (19)

ko

400 800
k~ (ev)

1200 1600

There is no experimental integral elastic cross section
for N2 at very high incident energies; some experimental

FIG. 1. Total cross section and integral elastic-scattering
cross section for N2 and 02.
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lated Bethe inelastic total cross sections and the experi-
mental integral elastic cross sections are given for com-
parison with various experimental total cross sec-
tions ' at inc1dent ene1gies near 1 keV. The experi-
mental values reported by Sueoka and Mori are in good
agreement with other experiments ' ' and they are not
included in Fig. 1(a) which presents a comparison between
theory and experiment. Good agreement is found at in-
cident energies near 1 keV. This implies that the Born-
Bethe theory may be adequate to describe the total col-
lision processes at such low incident energies, but as
pointed out already, not the separate cross sections.

C. 02

Here the situation is less clear. 02 is an open-shell dia-
tomic molecule for which accurate wave functions are not
available in the literature. In Table IV the value of
S(—1) calculated from the HF molecular wave function
of 02 is slightly smaller than the values reported for N2.
By using the values of S( —1) and L ( —1) given by Zeiss
et al. the values of (I& —Iz) in the HF approximation, the
Bethe total inelastic cross section is written as

2

o'"' =
z [4.652 1n(ko)+4. 9969+@«,/ko] . (20)

ko2

The total elastic-scattering cross sections for 02 accord-
ing to Eq. (1) can be calculated by using the constants A,
8, and C given in Table I. There are no experimental
data available for either total or integral elastic cross sec-
tions for O2 at very high incident energies. Furthermore
there is only one experimental measurement reported for
the total cross section and the integral elastic cross sec-
tion at incident energies near 1 keV. Figure 1(b) shows
that the disagreement between theory and experiment at
incident energies in the 100-eV range is very similar to the
case of Nz. Neither the total cross sections nor the in-
tegral elastic cross sections are in agreement with the ex-
perimental data. ' This shows again the failure of the
Born approximation for O2.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The Born-Bethe approximation according to Inokuti
and co-workers ' is shown to be valid for studying the

total cross sections for H2 from very high incident elec-
tron energies to near 1 keV. In applying the theory to N2
and 02, the situation is not clear because accurate experi-
mental integral elastic cross section at incident energies
above 30 keV are not available. Since the accuracy of
S(—1) for Nz as reported by Zeiss et al. and S;„,(K),
have been assured by a recent experimental study (private
communication from Professor R. A. Bonham), and the
error for (I& —Iz) for Nz due to the HF approximation
will not be more than 4% for incident energies near 30
keV, we believe that the total inelastic cross sections re-
ported here for Nz are quite accurate. (This assumes that
the effect of electron correlation on the form factor is not
more than 20go—see also the last papers in Ref. 3 for the
assessment of the correlation effect due to the X atoms. )

The disagreement between theory and experiment for the
total cross section at low incident energies is most prob-
ably due to the failure of the first Born approximation for
the elastic scattering. Therefore, accurate experimental
data for both total cross sections and integral elastic cross
sections for N2 and O2 at very high incident energies are
urgently needed in order to compare with the theoretical
values reported here.
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APPENDIX. EVALUATION
OF THE INTEGRALS C~ and C2

Ci ——( —,
' a4+ —,

'
&
r'&' ——,

' (x')'
——', (x') (z') ——,

' a„+—,
' a„)/5,

a, =2(x")+ (z') +2(x'y') +4(x'z'),
where

azz ———', (2(x&z&xzzz)+(x&y&xzyz))+2(x)xz)+(z~zz)+ —, ((x Lyz)+2(x)zz)),

a 3~
——2( (x &xz ) + (x ty &yz ) + (x ~z &zz ) + (z &zz ) ),

1 1 I I 1
( 30 b6+ Ybl5+ 3 b33 2 b42+ 2 b24)/42 ~

b6=(z')+2(x')+6((x'z )+(x z')+(x'y )+(x'y'z'&),

=—,'(& '&a +4& '&& '& +g& '&& ') —4& '&& 'y') —g( ' ')( ')),
b &5

= (Z~zz ) +2( (x )xz ) + (x )z )Zz ) + (X &Z &Xz ) + (X ~y &yz ) + (X gl ~Z&zz ) )

+4((x~z~zz)+ (x~z~xz)+. (xtyiztyz)+(x ty ~xz) ),
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533 —(z1z2 ) +2(x 1x2 ) + —,( (x 1z1z2 ) ~ 3(x 1z1x2Z2 ) + (x 1x2Z2 ) +2(x 1y1y2Z2 ) + (z 1x2z2 )

+ (x 1z 13 2z 2 & +3 (x 21z 1x 2z 2 ) + (x 1z 1x 2 & + (x 1 z 1x23 2 & + 3 & x 1y 1x 2y 2 &

+ & x 1X23 2 ) + (x Ly ly 2 & +2 & x 13 1z1X23 2z2 & )

6g2 = (z 1z2 ) +2(x 1x 2 ) + —, ( (x 1z 1z2 ) + ( x 1Z2x 2 ) + (x 1y 1x 2 ) )

+ —', (&X 1z2 &+ (z1X2 &+ &X 1y2)+ &x ty tz2 &+ &X 1z1y2 &+ &y1z1X2 &)

+ ( (x1z1x2Z2 ) + (x 1z1x2z2 ) + (x 1y 1z1x2Z2 ) + (x 1y 1x2y2 ) ) + 5 (x ty tz 1x2y2 ) ..PM16 3 3 2 3 8 2
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